
for the journey of a lifetime
Maya Road

Supplies Needed:
1. Black Ink and Acrylic Block
2. Ruler
3. Scissors
4. Crop A Dile
5. Adhesive
6. Foam Dots
7. Brown Chalk Ink
8. Paper Trimmer
9. Black Pen

Summer Lovin’ Cards

Card 1 ( hello)
 Fold card in half - cover in the striped paper. Cut a 2” strip of the red dot paper. For all cards ink all edges. Stamp a leaf 
on white cardstock. Cut out. Glue behind the paper rose. Add the blue wave paper on foam dots cut to fit the inside of 
the flower bottlecap. Attach. Stamp the hello on the confetti paper. Cut and attach to card as shown. Fold the petals of 
the flowers (every other one up). Attach all to card.

Card 2 (be cool)
Fold card in half - attach a 4” x 5.25” piece of the cactus paper. Cut ot the be cool llama as shown and attach a jute bow. 
Cut a 3” x 5” piece of the red dot paper. Fold up about 0.75” in to form a pocket Cut a heart out of the light pastel paper 
that is about 3” x 3.5” Attach to the red dot paper. Assemble as shown and layer. Stamp the leaf on the light pastel paper 
and cut out. Add the trim to the pocket. Glue to the card.

Card 3 (with love)
Fold card. Cut a 5.5” 3.5” piece of the red dot paper. Cut a wavy bottom as shown. Glue. Ink the tag and glue. Cut the 
circle from the circle paper. Attach the with love sticker to foam dots and atach. The flags and heart are from the die cut 
pack add on (or cut from your paper). Attach. 



Card 4 (hello flamingo)
 Fold card in half - cut a heart as shown from cactus paper and glue. Attach the tag and add seam binding bow.
Stamp “hellow” and cut out as shonw. Cut out the flamingo and attach to the resin fram. Add all to the card.
Card 5 (celebrate)

Fold card - cut a 5.5” x 3” piece of the red dot paper. Attach. Stamp the leaf onto the circle paper and cut. Cut out the 
celebrate good times from the die cut cards. Attach to the burlap sack. Assemble as shown. Add in the paper to the 
burlap sack.
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